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To Mackinnon J (Judith); [Private Secretary 2); [Redacted); Allison B (Barbara) 

Cc Richards N (Nicola) 
- �

Sent 15 December 201716:57 ..... ' 
Attachments <<SH timeline - 15 December 2017.docx>> "'' 

Hi all

Last act....

I've updated the timeline with the latest position by way of handover. Judith will let you know if
there is any change in position but we do not anticipate any decisions being made about formal
complaints until January.

I hope this is all clear and provides background in case it is needed - I hope it isn't!

thanks all
Nicky

Nicola Richards I Director, People Directorate I (Redacted] 
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Official sensitive 

Position with cases 

Date Action Who Involved 
January Go back to individuals to seek clarity on whether they wish to pursue formal complaint and in what form 

(anonymous or named). At this point decision on activating formal process. 
14 Dec NR/JMack 

13 Dec 

Contact made with both MsA and [Ms BJ to ask if they had made decision on next steps and whether they 
wish to make formal complaints - either with or without name. Sugge5ted they take Xmas to consider and we 
set up discussions for January- they will contact JMack if change position in interim. 
[Redacted] NR/JMack 

/) 
10 Dec [Redacted] , .... I ;' 

8 Dec JMack shared options with [Ms B] - not proceed with formal complaint/ go forward but make it JMack 
anonymously / go forward with name 

7 Dec JMack speaks with [Ms B] who has made contact via BA and who indicated she wished to speak to HR). JMack 
Considering whether she will make a complaint and whether she would prefer this to be anonymous or not. 

6 Dec Revised policy agreed with legal and submitted to Perm Sec �" NR/JMack/[Redacted 

5 Dec NR/JMack meet Ms A NR / JMack 
Sought views on draft policy- whether this have helped her at the time and how to put in place safeguards for the 
future. 
Ms A indicates that she might consider making a formal complaint but would want another decision point before 
concluding that. Provides names of those who could corroborate account at the time [[Redacted] 

4 Dec Review draft policy N R/ JMack/[Redacted 
.,

30 Nov Ms A contacts NR. Meeting set up for 5 Dec with NR/JMack --------- NR/JMack 

28 Nov NR asks GR/BA to ask if those who have come forward would be prepared to meet with HR to discuss NR/GR/ BA 
organisational response. They pass on contact. 

} [Redacted] - [Ms B ]- no notes but has been in contact with BA - also contacts NR on 

27 Nov on Revision of Code/ letters for former ministers developed to go with revised policy / [Redacted) 

23 Nov [Redacted] GR 

,... 
NR / JMack 

---........ 

r' 
22 Nov GR / BA meet with Ms A and note meeting. No request for immediate action and wish to be kept informed about CiR/ BA 
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_____________________________________________ 
From: Richards N (Nicola)
Sent: 11 January 2018 13:15 
To: 
Cc: Mackinnon J (Judith) ; 
Subject: RE: OFFICIAL: SENSITIVE - Update on sexual harassment cases 

Thanks 

have to hand.  

 
given the role she has played  to offer a brief verbal update on the cases which were initiated 
through her?  Just so she has an awareness of action and outcomes? 

cheers 
Nicky 

_____________________________________________ 
From: 
Sent: 11 January 2018 10:16 
To: Richards N (Nicola) 
Cc: Mackinnon J (Judith); 
Subject: OFFICIAL: SENSITIVE - Update on sexual harassment cases 

Nicky 

Judith mentioned you are meeting with Perm Sec later today to discuss policy change in relation to 
sexual harassment.   

Please find at
staff issued. 

Happy to discuss if you need further information about cases. 

 << File: Cases table for Perm Sec.docx >> << << File: File: Cases table Cases table for Perm Sec.docx >> 

on on the cases which were the cases which were initiated initiated 
she has an awareness of action and outcomes? she has an awareness of action and outcomes? 

_____________________________________________ 

 OFFICIAL: SENSITIVE - Update on sexual harassment cases  OFFICIAL: SENSITIVE - Update on sexual harassment cases 

meeting with Perm Sec meeting with Perm Sec later later today today 

if you need further information about cases. you need further information about cases. 





























Official - sensitive 

- determine approach depending on evidence and wishes of complainants:

o Issues have come to light which will require us to consider policy and practice so that we can enhance 

safeguards for staff now and in the future. Work with staff to learn lessons and set up renewed 

processes, informal and formal. OR

o Issues raised are concerning and suggest a pattern. Present these to Perm Sec [and draw to attention of 

FM?]. However, individuals involved strongly withhold consent for any further action or approach to 

protagonist. Conclude further action is not possible to remain compatible with our current duty of care to 

staff. OR

o Sufficiency of evidence which suggests there is a case to answer. We have no sanction but would need to 

present to Perm Sec that this looks like a serious issue and if well-founded we should be drawing it to the 

attention of FM so she can determine whether we would put privately [in line with any investigation) to 

protagonist. If individuals withhold their consent for us go forward in disclosing their details we could still 

decide we need to do this if there is a pattern of behaviour. Note their unwillingness to participate and 

undertake to protect their identity as far as we can but there is a principle around a pattern of behaviour 

that we need to pursue. Proceed as policy- protagonist could refuse to participate, particularly if we are 

unable to provide details. 
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